Dear Principal / English subject Panel Head / English subject teacher,
EHLA AI-powered Tools/Resources for English Subject
We now have great pleasure in announcing the release of the following FREE
Schemes for EHLA’s very unique AI-powered tools/resources to schools and
students:

EHLA FREE Schemes
1

AI-powered Writing Correction and Grading
Function
+ comment & scoring + strength & weakness tracking
+ report

1000
times of
free
access

人工智能作文輔助批改功能+評分、評語、
强弱項追蹤和分析報告
Scan the QR code to watch
the demo video in Youtube:
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=WdZYNn28Fs&ab_channel=EHLAEnglish

2

AI-powered Dictation-Expert

1000

- AI native audio support; Auto-check manuscripts
dictation result;

times of
free
access

Scan the QR code to watch
the demo video in Youtube:
Chinese Version:
https://youtu.be/kzXbpwJvgJM

English Version:
https://youtu.be/ZDi_O6qrsbA

3

AI-powered Speaking & Listening InstantExpert
- Instant AI native audio support for any text by
simply taking a photo; Instant listening mode;
Instant dictionary support; Instant AI evaluation of
read-out-loud pronunciation …

1500
times of
free
access

Scan the QR code to watch
the demo video in Youtube:
Chinese Version:
https://youtu.be/IUrvaXpjJrw

4

English Version:
https://youtu.be/BKHiDtFI_Wo

AI-powered Vocabulary Boost-Expert

2000

- Suitable for different streams (school-based);
highly efficient boosting & learning; full range
coverage of spelling, comprehension, speaking &
usage…

times of
free
access

Scan the QR code to watch
the demo video in Youtube:
Chinese Version:
https://youtu.be/8taO9zKiDqo

5

English Version:
https://youtu.be/rZR9Igq9rgc

Intelligent grammar diagnosis, strength &
weakness tracking and practice module

One
semester
of free use

You may enroll for the free schemes by fax (852) 2715 0887 or email
school.support@ehlacademy.org. There are no commitment and no report
writing required from enrolled schools after the free schemes.
If you have any enquiries, please contact us at 2715 0900 or through WhatsApp
(852) 9455 6793 or (852) 9883 0418.
Best wishes,
EHLA
Rooted in Oxford, embracing Asia
www.ehlacademy.org
EHLA is an innovative educational research organization whose prime purpose
is to integrate state-of-the-art AI technologies, adaptive learning methodology,
content R&D and e-publishing.
EHLA is dedicated to providing top class solutions and trustworthy content for
schools, teachers and students.

The enrolment form is enclosed

To: EHLA
Fax:
Email:

(852) 2715 0887
school.support@ehlacademy.org

We want to enroll for the following free schemes:
Please tick the selected items
EHLA FREE scheme to schools

AI-powered Writing Correction and Grading Function
+ comment & scoring + strength & weakness tracking +
report
人工智能作文輔助批改功能+評分、評語、强弱項追蹤和
分析報告
AI-powered Dictation-Expert

1000 times of free
access

1000 times of free

AI-powered Speaking & Listening Instant-Expert
AI-powered Vocabulary Boost-Expert
Intelligent grammar diagnosis, strength & weakness
tracking and practice module

access
1500 times of free
access
2000 times of free
access
One semester of
free use

School information
School:_________________________________________________________________
Telephone:_____________________

Fax:________________________

Principal:______________________

School chop：

Contact person:___________________
Title/position:___________________
Telephone: ___________________
Email:_________________________________

